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The transpiration method was used to measure the density of melted borax 
vapours at 900 to 111,5 °C in nitrogen atmosphere and in nitrogen-water 
vapour mixtures. The results imply a relatively small effect of water vapour on 
the density of borate vapours and are indiootive of quasi-congruent vaporiza
tion resulting from the reaction of the melt with water vapour. 

INTRODUCTION 

In spite of being a quite common substance, information on high-temperature 
behaviour of dehydrated borax in the literature presents neither numerous nor 
complete data. The earlier works by Klooster [l], Jaeger [2] and Briscoe et al. [3] 
only state qualitatively volatilization above the melting point specified at 1015 K. 

Cole and Taylor [4] measured the vapour pressure of B2O3 , NaBO2 and Na2B4O7 

melts by the transpiration method at 1423 to 1673 K in nitrogen atmosphere. To 
evaluate the results, they used the method based on extrapolating to zero flow of 
the carrier gas, which usually leads to lower values. For Na2B4O7, the vapour 
pressure value thus obtained amounted to 0.28 kPa (1423 K) and 3.33 kPa 
(1673 K). The vapours had the mean composition of 51.6 wt.% Na.2O and 48.4 wt. 

% B2O3; the vapour therefore contained more Na2O than the melt. The composition 
is close to that of meta.borate, NaBO2, whose molecule is very stable in vapours 
at high temperatures. 

Tamura. et al. [5] studied vaporization of melts in the systems R2O-B2O3 

at 1000-1300 °C. In a series of Na2O-B2O3 melts of stepped-up composition, they 
found distinct peaks of vaporization rate close to the composition corresponding to 
Na.BO2• Up to 40 wt. % Na.2O in the melt, the Na.2O content in the vapours 
was substantially higher. The vaporization rate showed a. decrease in terms of time 
as a result of Na2O depletion of the melt. The KBO2 melt vaporized at a rate 
roughly ten times higher than that of NaBO2, which a.gain showed vaporization 
several times faster than LiBO2• 

Buehler et al. [6] investigated vaporization of B2O3 and borates by Knudsen's 
effusion method and a mass spectrometer. In the vapours above NaBO2, they 
found Na.BO2 molecules e,nd a small amount of the dimer, Na.2(BO2)2 • Traces of the 
trimer were also determined. The vapour pressures of the monomer and dimer at 
1070 K were 5.03 X 10-2 Pa and 2.03 X 10-3 Pa respectively, 

Cable [7] discussed in dutail vaporization from melts of the system Na.2O-B2O3 

from the standpoint of kinetics. He showed that the composition of vapour and melt 
was identical for meta.borate, so that vaporization of the melt of this composition 
did not involve diffusion in the melt and the vaporization rate was independent 
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of time. The author also analyzed the unpublished data by Lawton [8]; the table 
allows the rate of vaporization from a melt having the approximate composition 
of Na2B4O7 to be determined: on free vaporization from a Pt crucible into a static 
atmosphere the weight loss at 1200 °C after 2 hours amounted to 60-98 mg/cm2, 

and after 20 hours to 365-506 rng/cm2
• The vaporization rate therefore decreased in

terms of time. 
Terai and Egushi [8] followed thermogravimetrically the effect of water vapour on 

the vaporization rate of B2O3 and Na2B4O7 • They found the vaporization rate to 
increase in the presence of water vapour. At low temperatures with melts with the
molar ratio Na2O : B2O3 higher than 1, the results were independent of the ambient 
water vapour pressure, while showing conversely a strong dependence at the ratio 
lower than 1 (assumed formation of HBO2). The activation energy of the vaporization 
process at a content of 9.3 % H2O in the ambient atmosphere amounted to 
161 kJ /mole, which according to the authors agrees with the heat of the reaction 
B2O3 + H2O = 2 HBO2 . 

Frischat and Herr [9] compared the behaviour of various boric minerals at high 
temperatures. For tinalconite, which has the same Na2O : B2O3 ratio as borax, and 
thus produces a melt of the same composition, they found higher volatilization 
losses than for B2O3 and colemanite in dry atmosphere. In moist atmosphere 
(0-50 % H20) the losses were higher than in the case of colemanite, but lower 

than in that of B2O3 . 
In the two latter studies, thermal analysis apparatus was used in the measurements, 

i.e. at a continuously increasing temperature. The conditions for saturating the
ambient gas are not specified and the experimental data obviously pertain to
non-equilibria! states.

EXPERIMENTAL 

The transpiration apparatus described in [10] was used in the measurements. 
The carrier gas (N 2) was saturated with water vapour in a thermostatted gas washing 
bottle. In all the measurements, the rate of carrier gas flow was 200 cm3/min, 
the time of measurement being 180 minutes in all cases. Following thermal exposure, 
the loss in the sample weight was determined by weighing. Under the given 
conditions, the carrier gas was completely saturated, so that the saturated vapour 
concentration and the corresponding borate vapour pressure could be calculated 
from the loss in the sample weight and the known volume of carrier gas passed 
through. As the vaporization is assumedly incongruent and the vapour composition 
not precisely known, the borate vapour pressure is specified as an apparent one, 
being related to the hypothetical molecules of N a2B4O1. 

The measurement results are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2. The plot indicates that the 
water vapour in the carrier gas has a distinct but not much significant effect on 
the apparent pressure of borate vapours. Fig. 1 implies the linear temperature 
dependence for the carrier gas containing water vapour, whereas in dry nitrogen 
this dependence is curved. 
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of Xa2B407 vapour pressure in dry and moist carrier gas 

(N2 and N2 with 19.5 vol.% H20). 
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of Na2B407 vapour pressure for various partial 11·ater vapour 
pressures in the c,arrier gas. 
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DISCUSSION 

Direct comparison with the results given in the literature is impossible as the 
measurements were not carried out in the same temperature range. The data by Cole 
and Taylor [4] a.re somewhat higher than the extrapolated results of the present 
study. This is in agreement with the way the results were interpreted in the study 
quoted. According to Cole and Taylor, the vapour pressure of Na2B407 in dry 
nitrogen (calculated for an Na20 + Na2B407 mixture with a mean molecular weight 
of 158.3 g mole-1) at 1423'K is given by the value log (p/Pa) = 2.44, whereas the 
value extrapolated in Fig. 1 is approximately 2.1. The result by Buchler [6], 
obtained by the effusion method (0,05 Pa at 1077 K) for NaB02 is conversely 
lower than the extrapolated value from Fig. 1. No other comparable data on 
equilibria! vapour pressure were found. 

A comparison with the study by Frischa.t and Herr [9] can be carried out on the 
assumption that the vaporization rate is proportional to the equilibrium vapour 
pressure. According to these authors, the Na2B407 melt (of tinalconite) vaporizes 
about 3 times faster than that of B203 (dry atmosphere, 1000 °C); according to our 
results for borax and for B203 (11] the difference at the same temperature is about 
10-50 - fold according to the degree of B203 dehydration. The dynamic measure
ments by Frischat and Herr,could not lead to complete dehydration of B203 , as
this is very slow, a.nd this circumstance must have had a significant effect on the
vaporization of B203• As regards the effect of water vapour, according to the authors
mentioned the vaporization rate of B203 at p(H20) = 8.5 kPa is higher roughly by 
50 % than that from tinalconite melt (having the composition Na2B407), while ac
cording to the measurements carried out by the present authors at the same tem
perature of 1000 °C, the difference in the concentration of vapours is three-fold.
According to the former authors, the vaporization rate increases continuously
and very steeply up to p(H20) = 30 kPa, where the ratio of the volatilization
rates from the two melts amounts roughly to 2, being higher for B203• The results
of our measurements show a significantly milder dependence of the N a2B401
vapour pressure on p(H20) compared to B203• 

According to data from the literature, vaporization of the borax melt is incon
gruent, i.e. NaB02 vapours volatilize and the melt is enriched with boric oxide. 
This fact alone may be responsible for a non-linear dependence of log (p) on tempera
ture. Under the conditions of measurement described above, with a standard ex
posure of 180 minutes, the free density convection occurs in the melt influencing 
the concentration relations at the melt-carrier gas boundary. The equilibrium 
concentration of vapours will be then time-dependent with respect to the instan
taneous composition of the melt surface. This time dependence could be described 
either under the conditions of perfect mixing, or in a static melt free of den
sity convection. However, such conditions are difficult to create. The results ob
tained for vaporization in dry nitrogen are therefore of only limited significance 
and relative validity. 

A different situation occurs during vaporization into a moist medium, as indicated 
by Figs. 1 and 2. The temperature dependence of log (p) of borate vapours is 
linear, showing identical slopes at all the water vapour pressures employed. The 
regular course can be explained by quasi-congruent vaporization according to the 
reaction 

(1) 
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In this case, the ratio of Na.2O to B2O3 is identical with that in the melt:
According to known experience, the melt proper does not contain any major a.mounts 
of H2O, and the vapours do not contain molecules of Na2B4O1 nor B2O3. 

According to Figs. 1 and 2, the effect of water vapour in the carrier gas on the
1borate vapour pressure is relatively small. The equilibrium constant of reaction (1)
s given by the equation 

K = p
2 (Na.B02, g) X p2(HBO2, g) . (2)

p(H2O, g) 

The mass ha.la.nee must be maintained during the reaction, where p(NaBO2) =
= p(HBO2), and one obtains 

K = 
p4(B) (3)

p(H20, g)

where p(B) is the total pressure of borate vapours, i.e. Na.BO2 + HBO2 .

or

The equilibrium constant expressed in this way indicates that
p(B) = {K p(H20, g)}l/4, (4)

log p(B) = 1/4 log { K p(H20, g) }. (5) 

For equation (1) these relationships indicate a very sma.11 effect of the ambient
moisture content on the vaporization proper. The experimental data. basically con
form to the relationship between log p(B) and log p(H20) according to equation
[5]: the points provide a, straight line with a slope close to 1/4. 

On assuming the above reaction to be valid, the data. on the vaporized amount
of Na.2B4O7 can be used to calculate the pressures of Na.BO2 and HBO2 

vapours; ea.eh of them will be double the apparent vapour pressure of Na.2B4O7• 

To verify this assumption, the reaction according to equation (1) was subject to
thermodynamica.l analysis. Using the JANAF tables (1971), standard changes of
Gibbs energy were calculated for the reaction, and the following values were
obtained for the equilibrium constant of reaction (1):

log {Kp(l200 K)} = -15.84 a.nd log {Kp(l400 K)} = -10.11.

]from these values, for the temperature range of 1200-1400 K, one obtains the
heat of reaction !J,.H� = 920 kJ/mole. 

Equation (5) indicates that the heat of reaction can also be calculated from the 
temperature dependence log {p(B)} on 1/T (Fig. 2) according to the relationships
derived frol}l Clausius-Clapeyron equation for formal heat of vaporization by multi
plying the result with four: 

Ho = 4 [ 
2.303RT1T2 l p(B)i

] r T2 - T1 
og 

p(B)i · (6)

The linear relationships in Fig. 2 have roughly the same slope from which, using
equation (6), one obtains for the heat of reaction value !J,.H� = 750 kJ/mole, i.e. a
value lower by a.bout 20 % than that obtained by calculation from ta.belar data.. In
view of the relatively low accuracy of the transpiration method the results need not
be regarded as not satisfying the given assumption. The significant point is the
linear dependence of log {p(B)} on 1/T at various water vapour contents in the
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carrier gas, and partic;ularly the same slope of these linear relationships. Such 
a course can be expeded in the case of the reaction according to equation (1). 

CONCLUSION 

The results characterize the behaviour of borax during the melting of glass from 
the point of view of vaporization. The initial vapour pressure of the borax melt 
is higher than that of completely dehydrated B2O3 in a dry medium. However, in the 
presence of water vapour the ratio is reversed, i.e. in the comparable temperature 
range of 900-1100 °C the B2O3 will vaporize more extensively. This difference 
decreases with increasing temperature as a result of the different slope of the 
temperature dependence. 

The experimental results and their analysis indicate that the following reaction 
takes place in the presence of water vapour: 

Na2B407 (1) + H2O (g) = 2 NaBO2 (g) + 2 HBO2 (g), 

during which the melt composition does not change and the vaporization of 
borax into the medium containing water vapour then proceeds as quasi-congruent 
vaporization. 
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V YPAROVA.Nf ,JEDNODUCHYCH LA. TEK POUZfVANYCH P RI T AVEN f 
S KLA 

III. VYPAROVA.N f TAVENIN Y TETRABORITANU SODNEHO

,Tan Hlavac, Ivan Plasil 

Vysoka §kola chemicko-technologicka, 166 28 Praha 6 

Transpiracni metodou, popsanou v praci (10), byla mefena hustota par roztaveneho boraxu 
Na2B407 pri teplotach 900-1115 °C v atmosfefe dusfku a ve smesi dusiku s vodnf parou 
o ruznem parcialnfm tlaku. Prutok nosneho plynu 200 cm3/min zajilitoval regularnf sycenf
parami, doba mefenf byla jednotne 180 min. Po tepelne expozici se vazenfm stanovil ubytek
hmotnosti vzorku.

Vysledky jsou uvedeny v obr. 1 a 2 jako zdanlive tlaky par hypotetickych molekul Na2B407, 

aby bylo mozno srovnavat intenzitu vypafovani v suchem a vlhkem prostfedf, kdy skutecne 
slozeni par je odlisne. Podle grafu na obr. 1 a. 2 ma vodnf para sice zretelny, ale nepfilis 
vyrazny vliv na takto vyjadfeny tlak par Na2B407 • Vyznamnym faktem je linearni zavislost 
log p(Na2B407) na 1/T ve vlhkem nosnem plynu, za.tfm co v suchem prostfedf je tato zavislost 
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zakfivena. Vysvetleni spociva v tom, ze inkongruentni oharakter vypafovani v suohem dusiku 
(vypafovani NaBO,) se meni ve vlhkem prostfedi na quasi-kongruentni ve smyslu rovnice (1). 
Pomer latkovych mnozstvi Na20 a B203 je v tomto pripade v parach stejny jako v tavenine. 
Termodynamicky rozbor (rovnice 2--5 v textu) ukazal dobrou shodu predikoe se skutecnym 
ohovanim, pokud se tyka zavislosti tlaku boritych par na p(H20) v nosnem plynu (rov. 
4 a 5). Reakcni teplo vypoctene pro uvedenou reakci (1) z experimentalnioh dat cini 
t,.H0, = 750kJ/mol, coz je hodnota o 20% nizsi nez vypoct<>na z termodynamiokych dat
(JANAF). Vzhledem k pomerne male pfesnosti transpiracni metody neni tento rozdil pokla
dan za nevyhovujici pfodstave o quasi-kongruentnim vypafovani Na2B407 v pritomnosti H20. 

Obr. 1. Teplotni zavi8lost tlaku par Na2B407 v 8UChem prostfedi (N2 a N2 a 19,5 % obj. H20). 
Oar. 2. Teplotnt zavislost tlaku par Na2B507 pro ruzne dil/Si tlaky par v prostfedi. 

HCITAPEHHE IIPOCTbIX BEID:ECTB, ITPHMEHHE.\lbIX ITPH 

ITJIAB.TJEHHH CTEKJIA 

III. HCIIAPEHHE PACIT.:IABA TETPABOPATA HATPHH

HH f;rnaa•,, HaaH Ilmurm;r 

Xu.\Uli,O·l/lCXllu:w2ll'{fCh"UU UHCmumym, 166 28 llpau1 6 

C Jl0M0UU,IO TpaHcm1pa1v10HH0J'0 MeT0;1a, 0llHCaHH0J"O B pa6oTC [10], Il3Mepmm 11:IOT
H0CTL pa poB llJiaBJieHOH 6yp1,1 N a,B.01 rrpH TeMrrepaTypax 900-1115 °C B HTMOcq,epe 
a30Ta Il BO ("MeCH a30Ta B B0/J,HHh!M napoM pa3H0!'0 napu,HaJih HOro i\ilB.'TeHIIH. IIpoTOKOM 
ra3a-HOCl!TCJ!H 200 CM3/MHH. oGecrre<rnaaJIOCb HaCJ,JTI[eHl!e rrapaMII, BpeMH Il3MepeHIIH 
rocTaBJUIJIO B("Cl'/[a 180 MllH. IloeJie TepMH'leCKOH :)j{("lI031fll,lllf B3BClUl1BilHIIeM ycTaHaBJIH
BaJrn y61,m1, Macc1,1 o6pa3I[a. 

Pe:iyJII,TaTh[ rrpHBO;l,lIT("H HH jllll". 1 II 2 B Blqe ]{HlR)"ll�llX("H /�aB.JIBHl!H napoB l'llllOTe
Tll'ICCKIIX M0iIBKYJI Na,B.O1, '!TOO!,! MO)RHO 61,wo r.onorTaBJIHTh_:HHTCHCIIBHO("TL nnrnpemrn 
B eyxoii II BJia)RHOH cpe;�ax, 1w1·µ:a ;�eHCTBl!TCJIJ,Hh!H C0CTHB napoB lIBJIHBTCH pa3Jill'IHblM. 
XOTH H ror;rncHO rpatpI1KaM m1 pm·. 1 II 2 B0/J;HHOH nap 3aMBTBH, O;[Hano OH He Ona3L!BaCT 
BBCbMa pe3KOC BJIIIHHIIB Ha TaKIIM o6pa30M BhrpamacMOC µ:aB:IeHile uapoB Na,B.O1. 
BamHhIM tpaKTOM lIBJilIBTCH mrneiimlH 3aBIICHMOCTb log p(Na,13.O1) OT 1/T BO BJia)RHOM 
ra3B-HOCIITBJie, B TO BpeMH Ra« B cyxoii cpe1w np11BOj\l1MaH 31lBIICIIM0l"Tb IIMBBT Kp1rno
mme11Hy10 q,opMy. O601ICHBHI1e 3aRJIKJ'HICT('lI B TOM, 'ITO IlHROHrpyeHTHhlH xapaKTep 

m:11apeHillI B ,·yxoM a3oTe (uniapcH!IC Nal3O,) Il3MBHHBTl'fl BO BJialRHOH cpcp;e B KBll:lll
KOHKpyeHTHJ,!H corJiaCHO ypaBHBHllIO (I). OTHOIIIBHllB KOJIIl'IC('TBa BBIIIBCTBa N a,O H B2O 
B rrapax B ;raHHOM CJiyqae Oi[HHaKOBO KaR B panmaBc. TepM0;\11HaM.ll'[8("!{i1ii aHaJIH3 
(ypaBHBHHH 2-5 B T8RCTe) llOKa3aJI xopoIIIee corJiacne npe;1110::raraeMOl"O II OBB/J;BHIIH 
,. pea:JLHhlM IJOBC/\BHIICM 0THOCIITBJibHO 3aBHCIIMOCTII ,7,aB:reHHH rrapoB Gopa Ha p(H,O) 
B J'/13e-H0Cl!Te:rn (ypaBHCHIIH 4 H 5). TerrJioTa pcaKIJ,llH, parr'IIITannaH ;[JIil npHBO/[IIMOH 
peaHJ(lll1 ( l) Ha OCHOBaHHl1 ,lf{C1Tep1!MBHTllJlI,HI,JX ;1aHHbIX conaB,'IlIBT tiH0, = 750 Kl[lR/MOJI, 
'!To 11pc;v·rnB:rneT rn6oii ae;m,rnHy Ha 20 % 6oJree mrnny10 uo cpaBHeHHIO c paccq11TaHHoii 
BC.:lll'l.llHOW Ha OCHOaBHll II TepMO;[l!HaMll'IC(" KHX ;\aHHhIX (.JAN A F). l1MelI B Bil/!Y 0THO
(",lJTBJlhH0 Htt:lKYKJ ToqJI()("Th TpaHCII11pau,110Hnoro MCT0/[a, HBJII,;{H HpHBOi[llMOe pa3JHl'-111C 
C'IUTHTI, HCIIpnro;\HLIM B l'Bn:m C rrpeJ�rTaBJIClll!BM O ]{Ba3HKOHl'PYCHTHOM m:rrapeHHH 
Na,B.O1 B 11p11t·yTcTB1111 H,O. 

Pw·. I. Te.11nepamypHaR aaeucu.Mocmb oaeJ1,eHuR napoe Na2l3.07 e cyxo.4! u 6J1,a:J1CH0M 
2aae-11-ocume,fl,e (N 2 u N 2 c 19,5 % no o6oe.My H,O). 

Puc. ·1 Te.MnepamypnaR aaeucu.Mocmb oaeJ1,eHuR napoe Na213.O7 o.1R paa1-1,bix nap4uaJ1,bHbtX 
oaa.-u'nuu napa 11 2aae-Hoct1meJ1,e. 
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